
History Curriculum

Autumn Term 

Year 4

The World at War –

Remembrance



Prior Knowledge

• I know that:

We remember the people who fought/fight in wars in November.

We wear poppies to remember the people who fought in the 

world war.

The world wars were in the past.

In different periods of history people have fought to invade and 

conquer (the romans/the Vikings.)



Autumn Term

The world at War

Learning Sequence 

1. The outbreak of War again.
To know that there was a World War before World War 2.

To understand why World War 2 began.

Add world war one to timeline (19-14-1918). Explain that this was world war 1. 

Add the outbreak of war again on timeline.

Key date – 3
rd

September 1939.

Pupils listen to the BBC audio footage of the then Prime Minister, Neville Chamberlain, 

announcing that Britain was at war with Germany.

Where is Poland? Why did Britain declare war? Why now?

Pupils state that Britain declared war on Germany on 3
rd

September 1939 because 

Germany had invaded Poland. 

Pupils explore newspaper front pages and design their own newspaper front cover after 

Britain declared war. 



Learning Sequence 

2. Evacuation
To know where  and why children were evacuated in World War 2. 

To understand what children would have felt like to have to evacuate.

Prior learning – Why did Britain declare war on Germany?

Why did children evacuate during the war? Would children have had to evacuate who 

lived in Stone?

Pupils write to say whether they would have had to evacuate if they had lived during the 

war and why. Pupils write to say where children would have had to evacuate from and 

why. 

Pupils recreate the suitcase they would have had to evacuate with.

Children were told they had to have; the clothes they would need, their Identity Card,              

their Ration book,  their Gas Mask,  some money, and a few small toys.

What things would they miss from their homes?



Learning Sequence 

3&4. The Battle of Britain and the Blitz
To know the key dates during the battle of Britain and the blitz. 

To understand why these events were important in our history.

Prior learning – Would they have had to evacuate? Why?

Key date The start of the battle of Britain 10 July 1940 when German planes began 

bombing British airfields, harbours and factories.

Add date to timeline.

Key dare; The start of the blitz - 07
th

September 1940 (the start of 57 consecutive nights 

of bombing). Germans started bombing towns and cities.

Add date to timeline.

Pupils explore pictures of the blitz

Key date; Battle of Britain day -15
th

September 1940 

Add date to timeline.

Discuss the battle in the air between Luftwaffe and RAF. RAF eventually defeat Luftwaffe.

Pupils design a quiz using Microsoft forms (Computing) to test each other on these key 

dates and why they are important. 



Learning Sequence 

5. Famous people – Reginald Mitchell
To understand Reginald Mitchell’s importance to the battle of Britain. 

To know that Reginald Mitchell was from near where we are.

Prior learning –What was the blitz? When did it start? When was the battle of Britain?

Who was Reginald Mitchell? Why was he important? Where was he from?

Pupils create/draw a spitfire and annotate with facts about the battle of Britain and why 

the design of the spitfire was so important.

Pupils use computing to create a fact file about Reginald Mitchell i.e. where he was from, 

why he was important. 



Learning Sequence 

6. Famous people – Alan Turing
To understand Alan Turing’s importance during the war.

Prior learning – Who was Reginald Mitchell? Why was he important?

Who was Alan Turing? Why was he important?

Pupils become code crackers.

Have managed to get hold of encrypted message sent by the Germans. Can we crack the 

code and decrypt the message? It could help the war effort.

Pupils write facts to say who Alan Turing was and why he was important.



Learning Sequence 

7. The end of war. 

How we remember today. 

To know when the war ended in Europe.

To understand why we remember world war 2 today.

Prior learning-Who was Alan Turing? Why was he important?

Key date – VE day 8
th

May 1945

Add date to timeline.

Pupils recreate a VE day party, dress up? How do they feel? Why? 

Pupils link feelings to all they have learnt about i.e. children having to evacuate, rationing, 

the blitz, the battle of Britain. 

P4C – Why is it important that we remember/learn about world war 2?



Learning Sequence 

8. Assessment



Knowledge

The then prime minister, Neville Chamberlain, announced Britain was at war with Germany on 03
rd

September 1939. Britain declared 

war on Germany because Germany invaded Poland.

The evacuation of civilians in Britain during the Second World War was designed to protect people, especially children, from the risks 

associated with aerial bombing of cities by moving them to areas thought to be less at risk. 

The start of the battle of Britain was 10 July 1940 when German planes began bombing British airfields, harbours and factories.

The start of the blitz  was on the 07
th

September 1940 (the start of 57 consecutive nights of bombing) where Germans started bombing 

towns and cities.

Battle of Britain day was 15
th

September 1940 where the RAF defeated the Luftwaffe in a key aerial battle. 

The Spitfire is the most famous plane of World War Two. Its ground breaking design gave the British an advantage fighting the 

Luftwaffe in the Battle of Britain. Reginald Mitchell was a designer and developer of the Spitfire. Reginald Mitchell was born in Talke

near stoke on Trent. 

Alan Turing was part of the government’s top-secret code-breaking department. The Nazis had been using a system of scrambled 

messages called the Enigma Code to communicate. Alan helped invent incredible new machines that were vital in 

helping codebreakers crack the Enigma code. 

Victory in Europe day (VE Day) was on 8
th

May 1945. 

Year 4 

The world at war.

Vocabulary

Timeline

Outbreak

Declare

Prime Minister

Invade

War

Radio

broadcast

Scarce

Protect

Bombing

Battle

Army

Remembrance

Decode

Enemy

Codebreaking

Advantage

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aerial_bombing_of_cities


Chronology

1914 – 1918 World War 1

3
rd

September 1939 – Britain declare war on Germany

10
th

July 1940 -The start of the battle of Britain - when 

German planes began bombing British airfields, harbours 

and factories.

07
th

September 1940 – The start of the blitz (the start of 57 

consecutive nights of bombing). Germans started bombing 

towns and cities.

15
th

September 1940 – Battle of Britain day.

8
th

May 1945 – VE Day

Year 4 

The world at war.

Specific Vocabulary

Evacuate - To evacuate someone means to send them to a place of 

safety, away from a dangerous building, town, or area.

Luftwaffe – The German Air Force

RAF- The Royal Air Force (Britain)

The Blitz - The Blitz was a German bombing campaign against the United 

Kingdom. The start of the blitz  was on the 07
th

September 1940 (the start of 57 

consecutive nights of bombing) where Germans started bombing towns and 

cities.

Allies - The Allies were the armed forces 

that fought against Germany and Japan in the Second World War. They were 

countries who helped and supported each other during the war.

VE day- Victory in Europe day – 8
th

May 1945.

Enigma code - A system of scrambled messages used by the Nazis to 

communicate military information.

Nazi - The members of a German political party led by Adolf Hitler.

https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/send
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/away
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/dangerous
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/arm
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/fight
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/germany
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/japan
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/second
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/world


History Curriculum

Spring Term 

Year 4

Stone Age, Bronze Age and

Iron Age 



Prior Knowledge

• I know that the past can mean different periods in 

history.

• I know people lived before the Roman times 

• I know that AD (Anno Domini)  is used to show dates 

after the birth of Jesus. 

• I know what houses were like in the Victorian, Roman 

and Anglo-Saxon periods of history. 

• I know the way houses were made changed after the 

great fire of London.



Autumn Term

Learning Sequence 

1. How do we know about the stone age?
LO.  How do we know about the stone age?

Prior Learning recap – How do we know about different things from the past? For 

example GFOL – Samuel Pepys’ diary, evidence can be seen that the Romans lived in 

Britain through our roads or toilets! Evidence can be seen that the Anglo-Saxons lived in 

Britain through our place names.

Pupils explore pictures of cave paintings. What do they tell us about the period of history 

that we are studying? How were the paintings made? Why were they made? 

Curriculum Launch – Forest school – pupils make charcoal during forest school which 

they then use to make cave drawings.

Emphasis to pupils that no-one really knows why cave paintings were made. –SEE 

TEACHER NOTES. 

Explore some of the theories that may explain why the paintings were made;

• to show off a hunting success

• to pre-empt a hunting success

• to communicate

• to tell stories

Pupils write a speech bubble to say why they have created their cave drawing based on 

what they have learnt about why cave paintings may have been made. 



Learning Sequence 

2 All about the Palaeolithic period in the 

stone age.

LO.  To learn all about the Palaeolithic period.

Pre requisite – What were houses like during the Anglo Saxon, Roman and Victorian 

periods of history?

Prior Learning recap – How do we know about the Stone age?

Key date – 2,000,000 BC – First Early Humans - add to timeline on working wall in 

classroom.

Teacher in role – teacher dresses/acts like a person who lived during the Palaeolithic 

period.

Pupils learn about the Palaeolithic period by  creating shelters and writing facts. 

Pupils write facts about the Palaeolithic period focusing on;

• shelter – why they had shelter

• Tools – what they were made from and what they were used for

• Hunting



Learning Sequence 

3. Who were hunter gatherers?
LO.  To learn who hunter gatherers were.

Prior Learning recap – Tell me about the Palaeolithic period. 

Key date –1,600,00BC- Early humans hunted with speats add to timeline on working 

wall in classroom.

Pupils explore how a hunter gatherer lived..

Pupils watch video about how they made their weapons.

Pupils research facts about hunter gatherers.

Pupils produce a word document using a computer to present the facts that they have 

found. 

Pupils must find out about;

• What weapons they used

• How they made the weapons

• How they cooked the food

• How they made the clothes that they wore



Learning Sequence 

4 All about the Mesolithic period in the 

stone age.

LO.  To learn all about the Mesolithic period.

Prior Learning recap – How did hunter gatherers make their weapons?

Key date – 10,000 BC – The start of the Mesolithic period add to timeline on working wall 

in classroom.

Pupils explore the Mesolithic period.

Pupils watch the video to explore life in Mesolithic period.

Pupils write a mind map detailing facts about the Mesolithic period. 

Pupils need to write;

• People began to settle 

• People began to form groups

• What was different about the tools that they made.

• What was different about the weapons that they made. 

• What date the Mesolithic period stared.



Learning Sequence 

5 All about the Neolithic period in the 

stone age.

LO.  All about the Neolithic period. 

Prior Learning recap – How was the Mesolithic period different to the Palaeolithic period. 

Key date – 4,500 BC – The start of the Neolithic period - add to timeline on working wall 

in classroom.

Pupils explore the stone age village of Skara Brae.

Pupils watch video that shows a virtual tour of a stone age house on Skara Brae. 

Pupils use the internet and non-fiction books to find out about Skara Brae and what it 

tells us about life in the Neolithic period.

Pupils create a poster about Skara Brae and what it tells us about the Neolithic period. 

Pupils must include;

• What the homes were like

• Where Skara Brae is

• What Skara Brae is

• What was different about the Neolithic period (people began to grow crops, and keep 

sheep and cows)

• What materials Skara Brae is made from



Learning Sequence 

6. All about the bronze age.
LO.  All about the Bronze age. 

Prior Learning recap – What does Skara Brae tell us about the Neolithic period?

Key date – 2,300 BC The start of the Bronze age - add to timeline on working wall in 

classroom.

Pupils need to find out the answer to the questions – why was the bronze age called the 

bronze age?  What were homes like during the bronze age? What was different about 

homes in the bronze age?

Pupils write to say what they have found out.



Learning Sequence 

7. All about the Iron Age.
LO.  All about the Iron Age.

Prior Learning recap – Why was the bronze age called the bronze age?

Key date – 750 BC The start of the Iron age - add to timeline on working wall in 

classroom.

Pupils work in mixed ability pairings to research facts about the Iron age and create a 

PowerPoint presentation.

Some pupils chosen to present their work to the class and show what they have learnt 

about the Iron Age.

Pupils must write about;

• Why the Iron age is called the Iron Age –focus on tools and weapons

• How homes were different – focusing on hillforts

• What life would have been like in the Iron Age. 



Learning Sequence 

8. Comparing the three stone age, bronze 

age and iron age.

Comparing the homes of the stone age, 

bronze age and iron age.

LO.  To be able to compare the stone age, bronze age and iron age.

Prior Learning recap – Why was the iron age called the iron age?

Pupils use a simple table to compare what they have learnt about the stone age, bronze 

age and iron age. 

Pupils must write about the difference in homes and the difference in tools, weapons and 

hunting. 



Learning Sequence 

9. Assessment



Year 4

Chronology

• 2,000,000 BC First Early Humans

• 1,600,000 BC Early Humans hunted with 

spears

• 40,000 BC Early humans painted pictures in 

Spain

• 10,000 BC – The Mesolithic period

• 6,000 BC Britain becomes an Island 

• 4500 BC The Neolithic period. 

• 2,300 BC Start of the Bronze age.

• 750 BC Start of the Iron age.

Specific Vocabulary

Agriculture - The process of cultivating land to grow crops and rearing animals for food

BC – Before Christ. A way of dating years before the birth of Jesus Christ.

Smelting – A process to separate metal from rocks by heating and melting the metal

Evolution - A gradual process of change over time .

Settlement - A place where people establish a community

Nomadic people - A group of people that move from place to place in search of food and 

shelter

Roundhouse- A circular house with a conical thatched roof built from the Bronze Age to 

Iron Age

Hunter-gatherer - A member of a nomadic group who hunt or harvest food that grows 

in the wild

Hillforts - A big change in the Iron Age era was the development of hill forts. These were 

large settlements built on land higher than the surrounding area. They often had a ditch 

around the outside, for defence.

A hill fort would be densely populated with a large number of roundhouses and roads.

Vocabulary

Spears, tools, bows and arrows, axe, settle, 

hunt, shelter, weapons, village, period. 



Knowledge

• The Stone Age is divided into 3 periods; the Palaeolithic (old Stone Age), Mesolithic (middle Stone Age) and the Neolithic (new Stone Age where people began to farm).  

• Early humans may have used paintings on cave walls to tell stories or represent their way of life.

• Hunter gatherers – People found food from their local environment and then moved from site to site depending on the season. They moved wherever they needed to 

get food from

• Skara Brae is a Neolithic village built on the  Orkney Islands, Scotland. It was uncovered during a storm. 

• The Bronze Age- Bronze is a metal made when a lot of copper as well as a little tin are mixed together. Bronze replaced stones for weapons, but it was also used for 

agricultural tools. With other advances like the wheel and irrigation, life for the people of the Bronze Age was better than the Stone Age. The use of bronze introduced 

the need for specialized labour.  It required miners, traders, artisans and metal workers.  Those who made items of metal or traded with those items became the 

richest members of the society. 

• The Iron Age - It is the age when early humans started using iron for their tools and weapons. The Iron Age in Great Britain was from around 700 BC until the arrival 

of the Romans in AD 43. Iron is harder than bronze and could be formed into finer and sharper objects. To get tools and weapons from iron, it had to be heated and 

hammered on an anvil.  The supply of iron was much greater than bronze.  Tools and weapons were mass produced. Iron was used to make ploughs, armour and 

coins. This revolutionized farming.  With more successful farms, the population increased and communities grew.

• Changes in homes – During the Palaeolithic period humans in Britain sheltered from ice and cold inside caves. Evidence found from Mesolithic times indicates a 

circular structure made from wooden posts. There are no houses remaining, but archaeologists have found marks in the ground that they believe were made from 

timber poles. The frame may have been round or conical, like a tepee. They may have used animal skin, thatch or turf to cover the frame. There was evidence to 

suggest that the floor was covered with a layer of moss, reeds and other soft plant materials. During the Neolithic period, Stone Age houses were rectangular and 

constructed from timber. None of these houses remain but we can see the foundations. Some houses used wattle (woven wood) and daub (mud and straw) for the 

walls. Other houses from the Neolithic period, like the ones uncovered at Skara Brae, were built from stone. They were built into mounds of rubbish known as midden. 

Midden could include small stones, shells, mud and animal bones. It provided some stability as well as insulation. These houses were usually round. They had beds, 

storage shelves and a hearth in the middle. Roofs were made from materials such as straw, animal skins or turf laid over driftwood. Bronze Age roundhouses were 

circular structures with a wattle (woven wood) and daub (mud and straw) wall or a dry stone wall. Roundhouses usually had thatched roofs or were covered with 

turf that lay over a wooden cone of beams. They would have a fireplace in the centre of the house that would always be kept burning. The fire was important for 

cooking and keeping warm.

Year 4


